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- Your next Android TV set-top box may also be a Google Assistant smart speaker

- Nexvo NexPad T530 review: Decent Android 4K video conferencing tablet

- Honor Band 6 review: Android owners, beware | Expert Reviews

- 'New look’ for Android 12 widgets, Wear, more Google I/O 2021 sessions - 9to5Google

- Android 11 arrives on Galaxy A41, Galaxy Tab A7, Galaxy M01, Nokia 2.4

- LineageOS 18.1 is here for OnePlus 6/6T, ZenFone 5Z, and Mi Note 3

- Android 11 update rolling out to Galaxy M01, Galaxy M31, Galaxy Tab A7 | HT Tech
Android users warned of 'DHL' delivery scam that can steal your bank details | Malvern Gazette[9]

- Android users beware! FluBot malware spreading through SMS messaging[10]

- Android phones send out earthquake alerts in Greece and New Zealand - Greek City Times[11]

- Huawei Android rival release date news: HarmonyOS 'begins' rollout, P30 and P40 first? | Express.co.uk[12]
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